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Abstract: In this talk we have a look at the strategies of dealing with imperfect probabilistic models of data, in particular, with regard to the use of these "mismatched" models for detection/decoding of transmitted information. The main goal of our analysis is to obtain an insight into method of correction of the mismatch with the final objective being the improvement of decoding reliability. We will a general overview at the strategies and criteria of mismatch correction and we will focus on the correction of the mismatched logarithmic likelihood ratios (LLRs) used by the binary decoders in the so-called bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) receivers. We will also present the application of the proposed approaches to the correction of the LLRs in the LDPC decoders.
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Abstract: First, we present a general review of beamforming in MIMO with an emphasis on the role of quantized feedback. We continue with a general description of wireless relay networks and discuss the existing methodologies. We discuss the distributed nature of the network and present distributed beamforming methods that use full channel state information. Then, we address the role of quantized feedback in relay networks. Finally, we discuss the effects of interference in wireless relay networks and the design of quantized feedback in wireless relay-interference networks.
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